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STREITKRÄFTE DER USA

The Realization of the RMA: Challenges and Opportunities

Der Autor argumentiert, dass, obwohl die Vereinigten Staaten sich so
verhalten, als ob die Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) bereits
existiere, noch viele Fragen hinsichtlich neuer Technologien und ihrer
Verwendung offen sind. Staatliche Akteure mussten sich jedoch mit Blick
auf ihre eigene Sicherheitspolitik bewusst werden, was die sie betreffenden

Implikationen in Zusammenhang mit RMA sind. ag

John Treddenick*

Perhaps the greatest challenge in rea-
lizing or implementing the RMA is simply
to discover what it is. The concept of an
RMA is a disputed one, clearly one that is

still evolving, and the existence ofwhich, or
at least the extent of its «revolutionary»
nature, is offen questioned. But, at a mini-
mum, it can probably be agreed that the
current profusion of military technology,
particularly in the area of information
technology, makes radical and dramatic changes
in how wars are fought over the early de-
cades of this Century extremely likely. The
emphasis in these changes will be on power
projection and the ability to bring military
power to bear over extended distances with
great speed, precision and lethality. Indeed,
we have seen an evolution of these changes
in actual combat Operations in the Gulf
War, in the Kosovo campaign, and most
recently in the Afghanistan campaign.

Speculative notion of what RMA is

Still, much of what we think of as the
RMA remains speculative. As a result, its
implications are lmperfectly understood.
Much of the technology we associate with
the RMA is immature and unprovedjmuch
ofit will turn out to be too expensive for all
but the largest nations to acquire; and much
of it still lacks the appropriate doctrinal and

organizational underpinnings to make it
militarily effective. As such, the Utility of
the RMA as an organizing principle for
shaping a nations defense policy and its
defense Organization remains uncertain.
Obviously, though, it remains in the security

interests of all nations, large and small,
to keep a watchfül eye on RMA develop-
ments, wherever they might occur, and to
continually search to understand how these

developments will affect their own national
security, how they might benefit from them
and to identity what challenges will be
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confronted in their eventual implementation.

Decreasing interoperability
capability

The Single most important fact about
the RMA is that, whether it exists or not,
the United States is acting as though it does
exist and is pursuing its adaptation with a

certain relentlessness.This has given rise to
an increasing capability gap between the
US and its allies, a gap which leads to
decreasing interoperability within coali-
tions and ultimately to a tendency for the
US either to act alone or, what could be

worse, not to act at all in situations threa-
tening regional stability There would
appear to be, therefore, a challenge, indeed
an imperative, for any nation concerned
with international and regional security to
maintain the capability to operate with the
military forces of other nations, and with
those of the US in particular.This does not
mean, of course, investment in the füll
ränge of RMA technologies, even if that
were possible and affordable, but rather it
implies the selective investment in
interoperability in the vital areas of deploy-
ability, mobility and logistics, and, most
critically, in command, control, Communications

and information Systems.

How can interoperability
be achieved?

But even such modest aspirations can be

hugely expensive. They will be fiinded
only with great difficulty, particularly at a

time when defense budgets are stagnant or
even falling in many countries. At the same
time, the cost of military manpower is

rising. Conscription is becoming less populär,

even being eliminated in countries
where it has long been the major source of
military manpower, and increasingly
militaries are facing recruiting and retention
problems as they attempt to compete with
civilian labor markets for highly qualified
manpower. These twin pressures can crip-
ple military capability as less and less

budgetary room is available for training and

Operations and for the replacement of
equipment. But it is precisely in addressing
this manpower problem that RMA
technologies can provide opportunity. In focu-

sing on smaller, more capital intensive
forces, using technologies where speed,
precision and lethality are achieved at
reduced mass, there is at least the promise of
increased military productivity and hence
reduced manpower requirements. For
armies, enhanced battlefield knowledge,
command and control, and precision
weapons mean that large mechanized
forces, with their expensive supporting
infrastructures, can be eliminated and re-
placed by smaller, lighter, more agile, and

presumably cheaper forces. Likewise, for
navies and air forces, fewer expensive
platforms would be required to deliver
equivalent levels of military capability.

The Information technologies that un-
derpin much of the RMA have originated
for the most part in civilian industry and
they continue to evolve with dramatically
increased capabilities and at dramatically
reduced prices. Almost all countries will
therefore have access to sophisticated
off-the-shelf technology, at least for
Communications and command and control
purposes.and at reasonable cost. The major
expense is in the other components that
complete an RMA capability, including the
sensor Systems, the precision weapons
and the platforms that carry them. These

Systems, and the infrastructures that support
them, are costly and will place heavy
demands on defense budgets. More im-
portantly, they will, in times of constrained
budgets, have to compete fiercely for
funding with more conventional, more
established and more politically support-
able weapons Systems.

RMA as antithetical to existing
military and bureaucratic cultures

But realizing the RMA raises the

prospect of more than difficult budgetary
battles. Indeed, it raises huge challenges of
military reform and transformation.
Almost by definition, RMAs are threatening
and antithetical to existing military and
bureaucratic cultures. Military bureau-
cracies, offen with justification, are instinc-
tively conservative and resistant to radical
change. Implementation of the RMA can
therefore be expected to be slow and to
meet with considerable resistance from
Service cultures tied to specific weapons
platforms and to traditional force struc-
tures. Such resistance can be expected to
be even more intensive when it is con-
sidered that the RMA will demand a

jointness in operational concepts that goes
well beyond mere notions of coordinating
air force, naval and ground forces. Indeed,
the RMA would appear to challenge the

very foundations of service distinctions,
rendering them not only unnecessary, but
even counter productive.
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As the focus of national security debate
shifts to issues of advanced and expensive
new technology, new doctrines and un-
familiar organizational structures, further
resistance to RMA realization can be
expected at higher political levels. Apart from
issues of cost, serious issues of civil-military
relations may dampen political support for
RMA implementation as the «expertise
gap» between political authorities and an
increasingly professional and technically
proficient military becomes ever wider.

Exploiting the inexpensive source
of military enhancement

The expense of the RMA is of course in
the research and development and the
acquisition of high technology equipment
and weapons Systems. But the other two
pillars of the RMA, doctrinal innovation
and organizational adjustment, are the less

expensive fruit of intellectual inquiry and

experimentation. And history is replete
with examples of how creative thinking by
individuals has transformed technological
potential into effective military capability.
The German blitzkrieg is a widely recog-
nized case in point.There are many others,
and they underline the point that bu-

reaucracies do not initiate revolutions in
military affairs. Nor have such revolutions
ever been realized simply by throwing
money after new technologies. Rather
their midwives have more typically been
clever officers whose imaginations have
been fired to explore and to experiment
with new applications ofboth old and new
technologies in the search for battle win-
ning innovations in doctrine, tactics and

Organization. Exploiting this remarkably
inexpensive source of military enhancement

therefore challenges military orga-
nizations to devise environments and per-
sonnel Systems that bring innovative, even
revolutionary officers to the fore, allowing
them opportunities for doctrinal research
and organizational experimentation.

Difficult questions arise about the
employment of new technologies

No country with an interest in its place
in the world, can afford to ignore the im-
plications that the changing technology
of warfare has for international stability or,
more directly, for the opportunities that it
suggests for enhancing its own security.Yet,
a rush to acquire new technologies without
carefül consideration of how they suit a

country's own Strategie Situation, its tactical
needs, its technological capability and the
technological sophistication of its citizenry
would be folly. Technologies may not
work, they may be entirely inappropriate to
its military Situation and they may indeed
turn out to be easily countered. Thus
caution must be one watchword if RMA
capabilities are to be successfülly realized.
Moreover, no country, including the US, is

ever likely to be financially able, or at least

willing, to implement the füll panoply of
RMA capabilities that technology con-
tinues to make possible. Thus the second
watchword must be carefül and creative,
even inspired choiee. Such a choiee would
be financially bearable, culturally realistic
and militarily effective. As such, it will
undoubtedly involve a phased blending of
both existing and emerging technologies,
organizational structures appropriate to
those technologies, well-defined operational

concepts, and clearly understood Strategie

goals. In all of this, the technologies
would appear to be the easy part. How
these technologies are to be used, by
whom, where, and for what purposes are
the difficult questions. Evidently, then, the

greatest challenge in realizing the RMA is

the challenge of intellectual clarity. ¦
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